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EDITORIAL The Index for OSN 1-30 & the revised Database
are  both  now available.  The  Database  has  56  pages,  too
many to staple together easily, so it is in two parts, with the
basic alphabetical sort in one and every thing else in the other.
For prices please see the Small Ads overleaf (the Database is
cheaper than forecast because of an arithmetic misfortune on
my part). The basic alphabetical sort of the Database is also
now on the web site but I've yet to find a way of printing off the
righthand side of  the landscape A3 pages on an A4 printer.
Expert advice welcome. Still on the Database, if you ordered a
copy and haven't received it, please let me know (this time it
was a spilt tea misfortune which made part of my list illegible).

My stock of some OSN back numbers has run out,  and
their replacements will be in the form of loose, double-sided
A4  sheets  made  by  scanning  the  original  masters.  As
explained in 31/939 it  is  easy to make such sheets into the
stapled, folded A3 style, and the quality of the scanned photos
is nearly always better than the original photocopies.

I am now using the OpenOffice word processor for OSN,
with  .sxw ending  files.  There  is  no  problem about  opening
WORD files in OpenOffice but OpenOffice users sending me
files need no longer save them in WORD format. In passing,
for anyone not familiar with OpenOffice, it is a free download
suite  including  a  spreadsheet,  a  drawing  tool,  etc.  My
experience of the word processor in producing this Issue is
that athough not perfect it is overall rather better & easier to
use than WORD, especially with regard to graphics.

Shorter NOTES, with thanks to all contributors.
1. Don Redmond noted a Crank Handle, apparently VOGUE,
with a diameter of 3.48mm, against the normal 3.66±.01. 1 of
the 6 to hand here was anomalous at 3.57, and 1 of 6 Axles at
3.76,  but  I  can’t  guarantee  that  they  are  actually  genuine
VOGUE parts.

VOGUE: S2        [32/940]

2. Don also  wrote  of  some  MASTER BUILDER parts,  see
16/450.  The  25h  Angle  Girder  has  4.3mm  holes  in  each,
15mm wide,  arm,  and  square  corners.  The 5  &  25h Strips
have large-radius ends. The 4h Disc, #19, is ¾" Ø. All these
parts, and a 5*11h Flanged Plate are tinplate, grey with age,
but the Road Wheel, #30 (2¾" Ø, not the 3" in the Parts List),
is black enamelled, and its 8 face holes are at ¾" radius.

MASTER BUILDER: S3        [32/940]

3. Jacques Pitrat sent notes on early 12" ERECTOR Girders.
The first  ones in 1913 (they had edges with narrow flanges
rather than the V-formed type introduced in 1914) were hand-
ed, as shown in the photo below. Most, perhaps all, handed

ERECTOR parts had separate PNs, but not in this case, and it
may be that the handing was not deliberate but depended on
how the  part  was  handled  in  the  production  process.  This
could explain why the number of each hand found in lots/sets
is never equal. Handed Girders with the new type of edge also

exist, witness those in the 1914 No.1 set on p51 in Greenberg,
but this is the only example known and those in the 1914 No.7
on p52 are all of the hand seen in all later sets. No doubt a
change in the production method eliminated the possibility of
handed parts. However this meant that it was not possible to
get ‘double-bracing’ by laying one Girder on top of another of
opposite hand (see 15/400). It  also meant  that  2 sides of  a
model could not be made to match, in a Bridge for instance,
although in most cases this would not matter. Going back to
the 1913 parts, double-bracing could be obtained by placing 2
Girders of the same hand with their flat faces together.

ERECTOR [1 & 2}: S1        [32/940]

4. From John Wapshott. In addition to the parts mentioned in
31/909, John has a Canadian ‘Eagle’ LIL’N’GINEER set (see
27/782). The box measures 12¼*145⁄8*2” and its lid & model
leaflet are as described in OSN 27.

LIL’N’GINEER: S2        [32/940]

5. Orion DreamDancer wrote that there are two types of 1” x
¼-20 Bolt  in  both of  his Farmingdale  Aircraftsmen Mfg. Co.
TECHNICAL TRAINER sets (see 19/528 & 23/658). They are
similar  but  one  has  ‘STRONGHOLD’ across  the  top  of  the
head in slightly raised letters, and is threaded all the way to
the head, while the other head is unmarked and has about 3⁄16"
of the plain shank under it.

Orion also kindly sent an example of the Hook mentioned
in 23/658. It  is a flat 'S' type, made of 2.7mm Ø dull  plated
wire, and is 30mm long o/a.

TECHNICAL TRAINER: S1        [32/940]

6. Werner  Sticht  has added to his web site  about  STABIL,
www.stabilbaukasten.de.vu,  with  more  on  the  parts,  the
Motors, the period 1921-28, the Inventor sets,  prices of sets
etc  in  many years to allow precise dating,  etc,  etc.  Werner
hopes to add an English version one day.

STABIL:  S2        [32/940]

7. From Don Redmond, about two manuals for the Canadian
YOUNG ENGINEER system.  This  system  hasn’t  been
mentioned  in  OSN  before  but  like  CONSTRUCTO  (see
30/876A,  22/651  &  earlier)  which  succeeded  it  in  1980,  it
consisted  of  6  sets  made  up  in  Canada  by  Paramount
Industries from 1978 to 1980, using MERKUR parts. (Another
similar  system  not  previously  mentioned  is  BUILD-O which
succeeded or ran alongside CONSTRUCTO in 1981-82.)

The Y E manual covers seen are all like the No.3 shown in
MCS  (with  a  Lathe  on  the  front,  YOUNG  ENGINEERS
CONSTRUCTION  SET  MANUAL above  it  and  MANUEL  DE
CONSTRUCTION  DU JEUNE  INGÉNIEUR below– all  in  B&W
but with the outfit number in red). All the models are shown as
line drawings with names & numbers. Although the covers are
bilingual the model names & notes inside are in English only.

The No.1 has a single  sheet  inside the covers,  9*13" in
vertical  format,  folded once to  give 4 landscape pages  and
stapled  on  the  top  long  side  to  the  matching  covers.  37
models  are  shown  but  the  model  numbers  are  not  in
sequence, with Nos.1-7 & 12 on the last page.

The No.6 has 11 similarly folded sheets inside the covers
with the No.1 sheet the outermost one. Model numbers on the
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EDITORIAL  Some years ago I wrote a short, outline history
of  metal  constructional  systems  from the  early  days  up  to
about the end of WW1. At the time it was for my own benefit
but rereading it  recently it occurred to me that an updated
version might interest newcomers to the 'Other System' scene.
I hope therefore to put it on the OSN web site in due course
and if it proves useful I could perhaps gradually extend it to
cover  the later  years.  Comments  on  it  and  suggestions  for
improvements would be welcome.

Shorter NOTES, with thanks to all contributors.

1. Werner Sticht wrote that he made some major additions to
his  STABIL website (www.stabilbaukasten.de.vu) last Nov-
ember. These include: ● A detailed description of Flat Strips &
the  Money  Box  (Sparbüchse).  ●  More  on  brochures  &  ads
since 1927. ● Full details of Walther's INGENIEUR BAU-SPIEL
(the first Walther metal system); STABILA (the metal sets for
girls);  STABIL  from  1930-31  (Franz  Walther's  death),  from
1932-43 (the period of the small sets), & from 1950-70 (from
the restart after WW2 to the end).  ● More on the history, &
the Knirps Motor. There are still some areas to be completed:
ads, notes on some of the parts, more on the period 1911-19,
the box sizes, and a new list of the manuals, etc.

Werner also wrote that he would like to get more informat-
ion for his web site about a STABIL Nr.60 Eisenbahnwagen
Baukasten which 'allsystems21' bought on Ebay last year. So if
allsystems21 reads this and is willing to help please contact
Werner  at  werner.sticht@gmx.de.  Equally  if  anyone  else
knows allsystems21 please pass this request on to him.

STABIL:  S4     [36/1068]

2. Snippet.  'New'  System:  STAHL-BAUKASTEN  Below
the manual cover from this East German outfit. The line below
the title has the makers name, VEB Kranbau Köthen. Köthen is

a town about halfway between Leipzig & Magdeburg and the
company,  founded in  1934,  made,  witness  the man  at  the
drawing board, cranes, and still does so. All that is known of
the set itself  can be seen in the model Crane the boys are
making.

STAHL-BAUKASTEN:  S1     [36/1068]

3. Don Redmond has deciphered more of the words on the
MASTER MECHANIC model  page  in  34/1034.  The bottom
lines read 'This is Gilbert's last effort to out-rival John in the
construction of aeroplanes. Note super-structure on which is
mounted a rapid-fire ....' (line not finished).

MASTER MECHANIC:  S2     [36/1068]

4. Snippet:  An  Early  TECHNICAL  TRAINER  Set  In
19/528 Kendrick Bisset noted that the photo of the set in the
Tucker manual was in some ways unlike his set and might be
an early or preproduction example. Its lid had no lip and the
Wheels & internal fittings looked wooden. Since then two of
these early sets have been seen on Ebay and one is shown

below.  Its  box  is  11*13¾",  slightly  larger  than  later.  The
Wheels don't have the tread of the later red & blue painted
plastic ones and look more like painted wood than metal. The
black marking inside the lid is the Tucker logo upside down;
the top of the lid wasn't shown. Two model pages from the
manual described in OSN 19 were shown with the Set. The
second set is similar to the first but the Wheels are arranged
exactly as the manual set, see OSN 19, and its lid seems not
to be hinged. A manual cover identical to the OSN 19 one is
shown over the centre of the lid and would hide the logo if
there were one.

TECHNICAL TRAINER: S2        [OSN 36/1068]

5. Snippet. An Early Canadian ERECTOR Set  The Ebay
photos were of an open wooden box with 2 layers of pre-1924
type parts loose on light green backing cards, a manual cover,
and the label overleaf  which  reads 'This  Canadian NUMBER
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4. Snippets. The Swiss BOB Theme Sets. Details from Urs
Flammer  of  the  Fahrzeug-Baukasten  were given  in  41/1234
and now Urs has found the illustration below of the Set in a

1944/45 Franz Carl Weber catalogue. It is described there as
being a new Swiss set, and it cost Fr.24.50. Its set number
isn't given but the OSN 41 set was No.905. The standard Swiss
BOB sets were introduced in 1943.

Also in the catalogue the previously unrecorded Flugzeug+
baukasten below, again said to be newly introduced. In fact 4

sets 900-903 are listed for: a Small Monoplane; a Large Mono-
plane; a Biplane & a  Small Monoplane; &, at Fr.28.50, a Bi-
plane & 2 Monoplanes. Perhaps the illustration is of the No.902
& if so it seems that with the 2 wire Undercarriage Legs, & the
2 long Formed Rods under said Legs, both models could be
made at the same time. That assumes that the basis of the
Small Monoplane is the brown wing cum fuselage cum tail part
top centre. The long Formed Rods would run the length of the
fuselage with the Prop at the right end and the curly part of
the longer one as a tail skid of the Biplane. More information
on these sets very welcome. And was there ever a Set No.904?

BOB [3]:  S2            [41/1421]

5. Snippet.  TECHNICAL TRAINER. It  was said in 19/529
that from May 27, 1946 the maker was Farmingdale Aircrafts-
men Mfg. Corp. & that distribution was by Herman M. Kruse &
Associates, St. Louis. An 11/46 Popular Mechanics ad on Ebay
recently had a photo which looked like a Set A and was offered
at $8.95.  The ad was from Dynamic Electronics,  New York,

Inc., 37W. 57th Street, N.Y. | 2 Park Avenue, N.Y. | Broadway
at 65th ST. The mail order address was 1976 Broadway, N.Y.,
N.Y., though the '1976' is blurry.

TECHNICAL TRAINER:  S3            [47/1421]

6. Snippet.  'New'  System,  BURSCHI. Below  the  Ebay
photo of the set which it was said was made in the DDR by a
company called Burschi in the period 1945-50. Under the name
on the lid is 'der bunte (the colourful) METALLBAUKASTEN'.

The parts have a MÄRKLIN look to them, though with only
round holes  in  what

can  be  seen  of  the
Flanged  Plates  &  the

Flanged Disc Pulley (if indeed that part has a pulley groove).
The Flanged Sector  Plate is  probably 8h long,  as would  be
expected, and the long Strips & A/Gs probably 25h. Nothing
really can be seen of the Brackets but some of the parts in the
bottom right  compartment are a puzzle.  One looks to be a
1*6*1h DAS, and another a 1*7h SAS, but neither are clear
enough to be sure. There is a double-ended Spanner in the
bottom centre bay. 

Of the 4 models that can be seen I spotted 3 in a late 1930s
MÄRKLIN manual. The one on the lid is the Set 2 Dieselmotor
mit  Schnellbohrmaschine,  and  the  first  2  of  the  3  on  the
tattered  manual  page  are  both  No.1  models:  Lastaufzug
(Goods Lift) & Hauptsignal (Railway Signal).

BURSCHI:  S1            [47/1421]
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